The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2896
God?

Sh*t!

It’s just a more powerful race!

What’s terrible!

Shocked!

It was shocking!

Even if Ye Zhantian exploded directly.

But the “gods” of the kingdom of God are all numb, like walking dead.

Ye Zhantian is dead and wrong!
But everyone is unhappy, their hearts are blocked, and they are very depressed!

Ye Zhantian didn’t seem to have died in their hands!

Even if Ye Zhantian died, he didn’t look at them directly, but kept scorning them!

They really wanted to let Ye Zhantian come alive and suppress him with strength.

Kneel them down!

If they die like this, they are not happy!

Not good at all!

Mr. X fell into a violent state.

It’s impossible to think that a small character would hurt him.

This is even more uncomfortable than hurting him!

what! ! !

He roared.

“Don’t let them live! I don’t want to see the second person stand up! I must absolutely surrender! If you
can’t surrender, you will die!”

He no longer wants to be hurt by such a “second time”!

If this is the case, then everyone in front of you will die!

He has seen that many people on the ground are already trying to stand up.

I want to imitate Ye Zhantian.

Although there is no substantial harm!

Very insulting!

He would never allow this kind of thing to be discovered again!

“Kill! Kill all!”

All the strong in the Kingdom of God do not want to see an insulting scene staged again!

Simply not seeing is for the benefit.

Kill all!

“Boom…”

Mr. X, they started to do it one after another.

All terrifying ultimate moves fell.

To kill everyone who is crawling on the ground.

They don’t want to see the scene of their surrender anymore.

That’s it!

This time is completely over!

The Titans behind them could only watch.

But there is no ability to save it!

If these people in front are going to die!

That’s it!

They can’t stop it at all!

The next thing is really all cannon fodder, how many people die.

At this moment, what did the Titans and God of War see.

I couldn’t help but ignite hope in my eyes!Giant crossbow! ! !

They saw someone move the giant crossbow out!

Originally thought that when Levi Garrison left, he took away all the giant crossbows.

Didn’t think of staying.

It can be used at critical moments.

